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Raw we live in a world plagued by pornography and people are looking for help winning an
individual struggles with pornography. They often turn to their church leader for that help. How
does the leader help a person overcome the shame of this issue and start seeing positive
progress. How can a leader help youth to open up about struggles with pornography. What are
some lasting proven tactics. The actually make a difference in order to help leading saints has
created the liberating saints library with more than twenty presentations featuring individuals
who have a unique perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of those most popular
sessions are available to watch now simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven four
seven to start watching now or visit leading saints dot org slash liberating ardo con. I live in
provo. And i service and i was born president and i support lean saints because it has seriously
helped me find direction in my leadership and it has helped me to open my eyes to the different
possibilities. There are serving as a leader and also after. I'm done with leadership right once
i've been released. I know how to be a leader from anywhere. I am serving. So leading saints is
the best. This is another how i lead episode on the leading saints. Podcast where we talk with
everyday leaders about how they lead nerf. You're noodling saints. You should be sure to
subscribe to the leading scenes podcasts. On whatever podcasting platform you us. We
appreciate it now. Leading saints is a five a one c three nonprofit organization and we're
dedicated to helping latter day saints be better prepared to lead and these how i lead segments
is one way that we do just that learning from people who know that haven't written books no
they don't have courses most of them. Just go to work monday through. Fridays and accountant
or a baker butcher candlestick maker or none of those things but anyways my point being is that
these how i lead segments really help understand what other people are doing. Those that are
into trenches that are really living and applying leadership principles in the laboratory of life to
really see what's working and today is an international episode as i call it where we talk with
bishop joshua co who is a bishop in germany to be more specific near the frankfurt germany
area. In fact he says he can walk to the temple from where he lives the frankfort temple. So



that's pretty cool not too many international latter day saints get out opportunity and in this
episode he talks about things like leading with authenticity and integrity talks about influence as
far as how to influence people to move to do things to act. And you're going to enjoy it. Also
here is my interview with bishop joshua kunitz in frankfurt germany. Welcome back to another
segment of the how i lead segment on the leading saints podcast. Today i'm joined on the
opposite side of the globe with joshua kunitz joshua very. Well thank you. Thank thank you.
Yeah this is a fun. I love connecting with people in different countries especially in europe
whatnot. You know especially. It's one thing to be a utah latter-day saints but to sometimes Usa
latter day saint right in the church is happening everywhere in. It's just interesting to to learn
more about the church elsewhere. So where are you from and tells about the area a little bit. He
so me and my family even flatly off. Switches a small place near the front area in the central of
really will leave in the same city where we have the frankfurt germany temple. So it's not
actually in the city of fun foot. It's twenty minutes north infants off Walk from the temple. That's
what we live basically plays you might as well live in utah. If you're ten minute walk from the
temple. That's great yes. We all love members so we have a big warranties have a few
members in in the city which is really really nice. Oh yeah what even say it may be a small small
replication of utah. Yeah so is there a chapel right by the temple where you tend he s. There's a
it's it's right on the temple Just one minute walk over Across the parking lot number in the chapel
is so beautiful show for us we. We shared with a different board with zan ward but yet beautiful.
And how long have you been the bishop there. So i was gonna be a bishop in march twenty
eighteen so almost four years ago on them yet in an interesting time. I mean the. There's been a
lot of changes in bench since then than last year was quite an interesting one. Also for all of us
in the short outside with with condemning going on.

00:05:00 - 00:10:08

Yeah so we're recording in february of twenty twenty one. And so i feel like with every interview i
do i have to do a little segment of what's the pandemic like for you. So how is it been in
frankfurt. So i think it's very similar to the rest of the world so we we have on at the moment
meaning that we have you know shoe restrictions on if we can meet how many we need in
terms of church. We have a couple of words who are actually needing In small numbers. We
have a few churches who own warren saddam Meet online at the moment. So we had a time.
Actually in the louis opened up again we we attended seem to one hundred people with a
hygiene concept. Were allowed to do that now. We're back to online. Hopefully beginning of
much beloved on we'll be over and then we can go back to actually attending church together
again so infinite change as so. I've seen it the roughly youth especially being able to see them.
Relationship among youth and obviously leaders in youth really lives off of seeing each other
interacting and every time Have to pick up the phone or video. It's not as natural as was trying to
do our best you. But i think that's been. The greatest challenge is to to keep up with you in the
children. So i'm curious. So what from your ward councils and things what are some different
things that you have been trying during the shutdown to maintain unity in connection p. I think
one of the things that we kept going so we were down in march next year and took us one or
two weeks really on the is going to be a long term thing. The only option we have to at this point



do online so we started ver-very early on with online sunday school classes online assessment
meetings and we tried to really do our s of we try to perfect this invite the members to come
early bouquets from using kind of feel have helped them have a spiritual experience in terms of
ford council. Of course just continue council. We met together. We discussed cow community to
needs of the different groups of the word. We have the families who have some kind of social
interaction amongst each other obviously in have different needs and we have those those are
single that will potentially be left. All told have a chance to have seen the sacrament. Potentially
you know. We spoke about the children in the youth. What could we do. We have used. And so
on. But i must say i think the beatles learning for me was the personal conversations that was
for me the key to really keep building relationships in a class setting Trying to really go for some
some personal stories share in the members have the opportunity to share how they feel about
the situation. What they're missing. What they have learned. Maybe some good things
happened in. We really tried to provide the members with as much exposure to each other as
possible. During the christmas time we had every every advanced sunday since last four
sundays before christmas we had to have a devotional some of our members prepared and We
always tried to kind of programs of the members could actually be together. I think helped during
the pandemic. that's awesome that's great. Well unless you've been as i do with these elite
interviews. We generally ask you to prepare two or three principals leadership thoughts
perspectives to serve you. Well in your time as a leader and will maybe learn from them. So the
first one i principally put his personal preparation to lead with authenticity and integrity. Have you
gone about doing that. Especially in the church setting. There's different objective in leadership.
I find in a business setting now in in a setting the objective that we have as leaders is to help
people come unto christ to help them connect with him. You know received the comments that
they need but also prepare the next generation of leaders. So he's not true things that that is as
my main objectives as leader in in a trust and from structure without converted strengthen that
rather I think that's that's the obstacle basis. The more i am prepared the more. I know that my
relationship with my savior strong vibrant the better. I can actually lead the people to him. And i
learned that quite a couple of years ago i will solve the high council. I was responsible for the
several lions initiative in the states. It was kind of brand new. And then we'd be rolled out in
stake. President signed me to it ending freight and we have a wonderful team and at one point
ed. Se taty came to to germany. He was a general authority than he set in. The room with him
was logic. I was just attending a listening and felt something just emanating from this was like
wow. It's has a spirit around him. That was just. It was just inspiring. And then i it. Okay if i felt
that before rec- with any general authority that we need in germany. It's not actually them that
often. I don't know how it is in in salt lake city if you have more opportunity to have exposure to
them only in costco but that was one point with okay. This is amazing to have that kind of two
other people get to compare myself to authorities been it triggered something that point also.
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I felt like i wanted to always want to be in contact with the same source of the power. Which is
obviously you know our savior and also instilled in the jussie desire to limit. Wait at the lord
could through an invitation integration for for being called Weeks before the stake president



visited with us extended the call. I was praying. I was thinking. Okay i need to change
something. I wasn't satisfied. With the way. I served. And i just wanted to be of more service to
the lord and untraded about it in and one sunday was beginning january. One sunday preparing
Watch the movie on the lowest arabs. The patient present monson life which is amazing and
there were so many things that really radiated i really felt Really impressed me. On what kind of
man i needed to be so iphone. I sat down with wrote in my journal. What kind of person. I
wanted to be. What kind of servant. I wanted to be and that was really great and i know for them
on. I built on vision ever since then. I think this also helped prepare it to serve as bishop where
obviously calling were were absolutely dependent on the revelation that you know that the
gorgeous is willing to provide and so now that you're serving as a bishop. Is there a routine or a
day to day practice or a week tweak practice that just helps you make sure you're in that offense
place of integrity. Yes of course one is. I actually wrote down the vision of of my service as
bishop. So i wrote down. Its wanna beige of how i wanted to serve How to leak. What kind of
person. I want to be so that helps me. I think one thing that is critical for me is in terms of
reconnecting with It reminds me over of movie that wants to accompany years. Ago is the show
you know movies. There's one seen again. That's kind of it kind of pictures. What i tried to on a
regular basis. It's the scene where photo at were billboards on his way. With with the wolfson.
They walked through the forest and has Loose completely Orientation they don't know where
they're at. One point decided to climb a tree so he times all of the tree cuts all the way up and
then he sees the mountain which is also Obviously the amount or you know in the gospel has a
very special meeting so he sees them on fresh air and he knows exactly where he needs to go
and so every week i try at least wants to breathe fresh air so to reconnect with. Who do i want
to. What is my responsibility. As bishop i go through the handbook again. I'd check in one of my
main responsibilities. And am i on track or aurelia diverting potentially because happens i mean.
I see that often with myself Stock i need to readjust. I'm wasting my time whereas spending time
with stuff. That is not necessarily important. And so i'm trying to you know Readjust to my
responsibility. What's vision and then with that vision. I find that i can. It's a lot easier to say no
to certain things. It's a lot easier to even good things in onto to put them aside to delegate them
completely. Was your some kind committee with a vision of actually need to go. There's another
maybe example. I can share of Show which is designated survivor. I don't know if you've heard
of it before. But it's it's about an american senator who becomes president because bill verbal
attacks. So he's the president at one point he he brings in the now one of the former presidents
as an adviser and them in they speak the former prison system that i really really found
interesting stuck with me ever since so the the new president also pay. How how am i doing
you. Give me some feedback and then the process. Okay you're actually use going this working.
And then he says once he says you are reacting you are not leading and that is a very very
good description. I think of us as leaders in the church. If we get caught up we stopped react
and we react to whatever it comes up in the agenda. Okay we just walked through the agenda
and then let's hope we get everything covered instead of actually you kate. What is the general.
Let's let's move off the agenda and it's actually put those things on that that promote the vision
that we half with award promote where we actually want to go than promote the growth we want
to initiate the faith promoting activities if we want to have now so having division i find is critical.
I love that especially in these times. Sometimes you feel like all you can do is react. I mean
there's there's new things and there's a shutdown. What will what. What can again i do. My



hands are tied right but those are really the moments where we need a leader rather than just
somebody. Who's reacting in trying to shuffle things around absolutely i mean reacting obviously
is important as part of it right.

00:15:05 - 00:20:15

There's there's change in and you can't just have your your vision or Plow through resumes.
There's people involved. There's needs that need to be met. So i'm not advocating. Just you
know disregarding us what to do when you have accused you can prioritize and win vision for
this year. For example in the world is famous anonymous. Forty eight to fifty this moron. I in the
neophytes than they are at war with and they they are all separated in different cities. Morona
goes ahead and you forty five every single city and this kind of know the vision that we have is
we want every single home to be fortification against either we want every single home
implementing. What the prophet taught us. We want everything home. Implementing come
follow me the youth children youth initiative. We want to focus on receiving revelation living in
pittsburgh nation. County received a lot of the things that the prophet has stressed the last
couple of years including ministering and we try to focus on within that context to strengthen to
strengthen the home so they did actually become before and with that vision. We've changed
the agenda of the council. Now actually one of your podcasts you Swim out a few things of the
agenda. We have handled. Who gives us excuses. Already the agenda look at the content of
the agenda is which what we did. After i listened to one of your podcasts on meetings once
every agenda point needs to have a christian also accurate any needs to have three things. The
first thing is a question. If you can't phrase agenda into a question that is probably not prepared
yet to be on the agenda of of any council as my personal opinions insurance. I founded when
we can phrase it into a very specific question. Then we thought enough about the point to put it
on the agenda. The second point the every agenda point needs and my under the executive
secondary makes makes sure that happens is is an objective. One is the objective of this
agenda plans. Now if we if we have a name that saved the name on the on the award council
agenda is for franken z. Okay is family struggling disney. Tell i'm here's a nobody knows exactly.
Yes so maybe he wants so. Nobody knows what's what's happening. So may expect we just talk
to make a decision to help us either so so the second one is having a very clear objective of
what we want to achieve. So is it. A decision that needs to be made is just brainstorming. Is
counseling is now one executive Thing that has to on there is context. So invalid points shorts.
Also brevity clarity is this. What is the context for this specific agenda item so that everyone can
come prepared. Eminem reminded of of alabama's coast What hell's should be revelatory
experience. Any kennedy revelatory experience if we have information download going on is
prepared or if we have start thinking about a problem we are there. That's that's just way too late
and we need to of days praying about the problem seeking about this clarifying it and then we
can come together and we can actually counsel so we really trying hard to do this and to
implement this to to just stay focused on the what the actual vision is because we do get
distracted to very very large was just a lot of stuff going on and we wouldn't have enough time
for what council is become everything and i think the interview referring to is with stephen rogle
goldberg if people wanna to check it out and it was on the podcast but also part of the meetings



were saints virtual summit definitely it was phenomenal great great when at checkout so any
examples of of that like how does that anything come to mind where you took an agenda item
and applied those three things. Yes so let's let's say we have a bishopric to that comes to mind
kooky so we do the same bishopric so if we have a calling that we need to extend we obviously
don't guys if if you have a suggests job now let me know or even if the release signed president
comes community. We want to extent the calling to this system than what we want to. I would
like to give me. Give me the context of what's objective. Whether you need a sister to do. Why
do you believe this is a good fit. So we can think about that in terms of lord council. I'm trying to
think of a recent example. Okay let's so we recently discussed. Okay do we want to build a
committee for family such now so we have a goal for a number of members that we want to
have new names. Enlisted in the temple and so we. Let's discuss briefly. Do we want to
committee so we we set the agenda point would be committee for. I'm many history. The
objective was decision whether to build a committee and in the context would be neat reminder
more council of the actual goal that we set so we saw some numbers This means that many
members and this means every week we need to remember finding names so this means what
we need to do by.

00:20:15 - 00:25:01

May we temper week. Maybe we need activities cited to us you name it. There's sweep all of
this context of the world council. Please come prepared. Let's discuss in ten minutes. How
what's the best way of cheating this goal committee or maybe we have a battalion and so this is
what we did and then we came together on we discussed and in essence. Obviously the
destructors already. We haven't we have someone from core. Who is the first you know. One of
the responsibilities of this is to to know manage family history same with society and we have
two or three other members call sold so we decided okay. Let's put those together and then
worry about. This is only find a that. They will prepare a virtual family history of gentle weeks so
we will see what they come up with but the decision was can we will. We will move this to them.
We will actually have them report in the war council monthly so we can keep track of this week
and put it back on the agenda to meet charcoal into to move to a hope was a great Okay yeah. I
think that that was clear in the unhelpful. So the another principal here is is empowerment. And
i'm intrigued by this because this is a very difficult thing that doesn't get a lot of dialogue about
because it's hard to empower those that you lead. So how do you go about empowering those
that you late i mean that that goes back to the second point i think is the main thing the main
thing from years. We don't just want to get stuff done right or not. A company that Trying to earn
money right. It's even my. It's not my ward. I'm called to of for a certain amount of time. And then
i have something else to do. So my objective. One of my objectives as leader is to prepare the
next generation to to become leaders. And i have same experience and i was reflecting on this.
Nfl multiple examples. When i was a young man for example myanmar's president. William he
was he was one of my best friends. Yeah he became at least one of my best friends. One of
those that. I trusted much when i was about sixteen was a plate amount of football soccer in his
for you guys. In college football i played i was into it. I loved it traded since it was three hours
play on the team until a window. My mission so that was mine. And i told to want to stop a



tournament. I want to get together. And all of them i want to doing then we did and he said okay.
Well you can't do that. You're not you're not. Ats or you're not allowed to sign anything to. You're
not allowed to rent anything. Then he said i will help you prepare it and will help and then we did
tournament. I invited loads of wards. And actually the second counselor in my mission. He was
one of the guys that came up to play against us at that time and now he can stop together and
so so as we were preparing this in he basically he made me feel ended. Everything i still feel. I
did everything. But i probably actually. It was a wonderful time in the same thing happened to
me. Basically on my mission. When might try now. He's a british guy called Really really finding
in. We're still very good friends. So when when he picked me up from the Voted train women
back to the city. Where we were serving were picked up by a member. my stuff in the trunk of
the car and we drove to teaching appointment right so no we didn't go home. We've been
teaching right away was break and so as we were sitting there teaching my trainer. Obviously
he started the started teaching. It was his job. I didn't have cool is going on. And then at one
point he stopped teaching he turned to me. He just looked at me and he had. He had the
audacity just blowing until i started teaching and so i started teaching. I don't even know what
we were. Teaching also knows what. I started teaching in cincinnati. Everything that same night.
I reported to his own natives the next morning i didn't everything i did. Every single call. I quoted
in every appointment was always my door until we go in and he taught me. How the study
coaches no. He made me actually rights. Talks on gusto principles before we before we went.
sunny interesting principles in the evenings but all of these things. I learned that know. All of this
helps me to become the missionary than needed to become quicker than if if he hadn't done
that. And then that's the same you know. Even even now with them with the leaders. I have yet
so i think in terms of empowerment is one of the leaders in all of the members. That have a
calling. I want them to have joy in missouri.

00:25:02 - 00:30:03

And i want them to have everything they need to grow so one of the principles that i think is key
to to have them to how joy is to really catch the vision of what they're doing. I think this is pretty
cool. I mean we. We give out assignments the most everything on their free time. And i think
understanding the why what is it that we're doing here really really helps them to fulfill their
calling with joy and magnify it now. If you're sundays who teach for the youth for example. If you
really understand you have these youth for for two hours a month at this point but you can really
influence you can help have a spiritual experience which will carry them through the week. This
changes the way we move forward. And if if if we don't provide them with what they need to
fulfill this. If is training feedback via just some praise for example. When whenever is needed
and they will they will perform at so. It sounds like a lot of this The process of sort of the mentor
ship. But you know being by their side guiding them through these things and showing the they
actually scan do these things and making sure they understand what the point of it is what the
vision is what we're trying to accomplish in an always always helping them go back to the actual
source of of all not shot which is similar remaking themselves reliant in a way that they
understand. Okay what what. What kind of resources to have the first of the two people that i
call. I sent them to the handbook us. I recently made changes in the release. The presidency so



rise was extending the call to the new releases prison which is really really strong and reading
capable woman and i really appreciate us and in the first thing she said i can't do. What the
other release. Assigning presidents did in the past and. I don't know if you have this. This is we
have in mind. One recent sustained presence should be doing. Because we've seen it in the
past. And i told her and i've really followed before hundred taylor. Just forget everything that you
know about relief society presidents. That was my assignment to and forget everything. Go to
the handbook. Read it and then pray and get your errand from the north and you will know
exactly what to focus on. And that's what she did. We spoke about this and since then. They
have an amazing. Yeah they have free in just a short couple months. They have done a lot and
so i think part of powering them is making myself in dispensable they. They don't need to
receive revelation issue. Obviously there's things to coordinate no. We don't want organizations
to do their own. Push their agenda. Obviously but when the direction is right the handbooks
does a very good job and especially personal revelation. It that's that's what we want. We want
our leaders to receive revelation to recognize revelation to have the faith of the courage to
excellent. Because that's when they feel confident they know okay lord with his hell. I can
actually do this. I not only do this. I can change lives. I can inspire people. I can inspired
decisions. That in the end will do good for other people. And i think when the lead announced
that this is gonna last longer than will be serving as bishop. This can viskhan bless generation.
So i think this is. The phone is is obviously guiding them towards load but at one point. No
having them just taught Itself you know checking obviously regularly with personal
conversations. How things are going. And that's what we want them to what we want them to
approach the receive revelation and then through that were effectively. That just this idea of
gazette. You're essentially giving them permission to lead right it. It's so easy to feel like i so
stupid. What the last person did and they must figure something out. I'd hate to do it completely
different but for a leader to give them permission to say. Let's let's forget all that and of course
we can keep some the good staff or go back to ei but let's imagine you know nothing about relief
society. All you have is the handbook and to to move forward to guidance and that this
stimulates a lot of revelation plus it gives them permission to try new things to seek your own
inspiration in the enroll with obsolete and it gives them again. It gives them courage to say no to
certain things. There's there's always gonna be sisters to have a certain demand the release
aside a person does certain things an end with getting that erin Inspiration through the
handbook and obviously through some discussions with the bishopric another release citing
president. Convenient deal with that in without having about conscience in I can't. I can't actually
do this now or i can't go shopping for this for this woman every week. I just can't do it. I have a
fulltime job. I have my own family right so knowing that there is a system. In place like
ministering for example you know that can deal with certain things or self reliance that we can
promote yet. It just feeds. I think my experiences leader than has also just conflict within
themselves.

00:30:03 - 00:35:04

They know where they're going. They have that vision. You know because of the handbook and
because of the screwed and they can move death Talk is influence. Leadership is much



influencing people to move and this is like one of the top questions we are always get it leading
saints motivate people. They're not doing what i say. So what's your perspective and way of
influencing your motivating people. So i think that the the first approach i tried to take. Nobody
has to do anything right. I mean this is. This is completely voluntary insured. So if someone
doesn't want to serve bait on on wanted obviously we encourage it. There is doctrine behind
why services sochi and also when we think about the temple of making certain covenants. It
includes some type of service. But it's not judging so influence. I've i've read a book to In one
says okay influences the is the leadership in a way. i think it is in a church setting. I find that
relationship relationships she when we have a good relationship with people and that includes
spending time talking getting to know them that also includes being authentic I know that some
bigger without is you know we are vulnerable. Because we're not perfect. I serve estimation. But
obviously i have assist. My wife will be the first to tell you. I have a days in in march and in may
we just have a daughter. that's shakes a world and we have good night's regularly so it's difficult
at life is difficult at one client yet. We have at the moment we have the condemning people
along. You know arkansas. My daughter's she's ten by the dodgers. She's struggling a bit with
from home so we have we have struggles knife on perfect and being a member of the church
does not mean that we are free of trouble know everything east and i think being just opened
honest of others inland letting people know where we're all in the same boat here that we we
are struggling. We're working towards. We have faith and we have hope and we move forward
and we know that helps members of least you connect on a personal level and i find that that is
important. The next point is is just really spending time with members of also in. It's not. It's not
a huge amount of time i find. It's just a short amount of time but very intense and very present
one example if i can share what his last year's tithing settled i mean that's that's the opportunity
for wish win to meet with as many members as possible and so winter pandemic handled tell
defines it as the members are to report on the bishop asking for it last year it. I felt impressed to
invite every active households to meet. So i had my Finance schedule and give you three nights
a week and just both the number seen sending the appointment and if they need to reschedule
reschedule album by we just food and had like ten fifteen minutes with each of the house souls
and it was. It was really nice. I was prepared. I shared a spiritual thought that that i really felt.
Was you know something that the members could learn Dnc one hundred nineteen verse six. I
spoke with the members. Mount zion actually is in how tithing can sanctify. It was great and we
have members of the worship many members who pay on his timing out so faithful in it's been
inspiring with members who to learn off their of their experiences north trials in how their faithful.
It's really really humbling. To see how powerful a faith is many members and a few members
who you are also fatal but how many have some struggles with tithing. Either they forget to pay
or haven't paid for certain reasons and it was really interesting with every single member as i
was to them on a shared scripture with them on a shared a quote Awesome how they feel about
this. Every single responded in a positive way. In ashley ben committed to changing and
recounting and paying tithing because of the doctrine taught in in a really fun special as we had
not only we spoke about tithing entered to compliment is when we see to speak to how they
were doing and everything and if there were some topics that i felt i needed to follow up when i
made i called them up just a couple of days later to to seek a bit at the end of every of those
encounters i we had. Obviously we had a closing prayer. And i asked if i could give it so for that
was that was my chance to pray with and for every single family in the war and i that was really



really special. When do we have an opportunity to pray with and for the family on an individual
mental. In a week we have to tithing settlement. And i took that opportunity and and for some.
I'm sure it was no big deal. Not just like any other for some others. received Was really was just
breathing.

00:35:04 - 00:40:02

What's good for them. I they say the words that you said that really needed to get an touch me
or in order. They said while we're grateful that we prayed together. So i know what i saw this as
an opportunity to really connect with them on a personal level in in i actually i mean it. That's
that's the thing. It's not something that i do because i like chris i really try to meet and be honest
and end to them just the way they are. Because i know they're wonderful people and we all
have struggled. And that's i think that resonates in the people feel it. I think that's that's the that's
the foundation. That i think i need in order to to have some influence because in the church
People will i mean they will. They will give you the ship so basically whatever you say goes and
to a certain extent so stephen about the emotional health rights. So you have you have come.
Trust your right from the you. If you leave the church and it's it's your job not to to mess it up
through no decisions or the way you do it for letting for it to go to You we saw with a headstart in
need to do is to build build on that by buying just loving people and letting them field and just
spending time with them. Now i nine everything you said. I i just want you to preach it. It's just
great. You know as far as influence influence is nothing without that relationship and sometimes
we assume that influence comes from authority when reality influence comes from relationship
and in those times of billing relationship are usually when he don't need a lot of influence but
suddenly when you need influence if you haven't done the groundwork to form that relationship
it's a lot a lot harder so and another. I want to underscore your idea of bars titan assigning the
slots because most of the time people they can be there whenever they if you just tell them
when to be there. Yeah i can make that work right especially if it's a evening during the week or
whatever and if they can't then you'll reschedule but sometimes as especially in a in context so
difficult to just give them the do the appointment let alone megyn get the hard work out of the
way and move. Yeah it was great. I mean i met with ninety five percent of active members so it
actually. It worked really really well. I was surprised that i didn't expect to into work. Well but the
members will great there. Were saying okay on oprah into zoom for fifty minutes and have a
chat as it was it was very and i think in terms of influence i think he is also for us not to try to
influence. The objective is not necessary to infants into really ask the right questions in the way
the people reflect and then make their decisions on their own item. It's not me telling you you
need to do this right in the end. Of course there may be some council that need to be given. Of
course that will happen but if we put into putting it into a question disgusting rephrasing the
question To help you uncovered on their own and then making no discussing what the best way
to move forward would be. That's the people feel also then again. They empowered quite. They
don't feel like i. Just tell them what they need to. They actually feel he. I can say to offer my own
next time. I will actually need to talk to. Because i know the process of receiving revelation
where i know the process of of weighing pros and cons in moving forward in that also something
that when people feel that we are really here to help them shine into health and grow. That's



what they will be open for us to to actually give some advice in hell on the way it's So good
there's so much we could talk about nine sec. But these are some solid principles. I think people
can ponder over apply. I've just i'm inspired by you. Know you see yourself as a student of
leadership and our correspondents. We've talked like you've shared different things that you do
just to dive in and figure out the science leadership different thoughts that are out there and
sale. You can apply. That really goes a long way in some of these these roles especially as a lay
leader. So i've last question i have for you Joshua is as you have had opportunity if you think
back of your time as bishop to lead. How is being a leader helped to become a better follower
of. Jesus christ yes. That's that's that's a good question. I think in the end. Obviously all of us
leaders are follow us might be. We follow keys in the church so they are helps us to funnel i
think in terms of following christ. What i've done is that without the influence of the savior. I'm
helpless right. I mean you really help Rolls through richly to a measure of maturity without the
without spirit would alone. Were helpful. the i think island in the second is the jacob fire women
teaches at great. We as students were dependent on the council were dependent on him
teaching us where we need to go. And then obviously we have our small that we know that we
can plow and recently i noticed principle from disney movie.

00:40:02 - 00:43:15

I watched the new king lion king with my kids recently asked. It's great to see mine at the
beginning when we faucets with simba on this huge rock and they overlook the kingdom and
faucet tells mccabe one day you know my time will be over. You will begin. This will be yours
this kingdom so all of this will be mine Denounces no none of this is yours but it is yours to
protect. And i love this. Principle is thinking. That's that's kind of what is right. This is not our
war. It's not release society. It's not our eldest form but in ours to protect it's ours to lead for this
just this particular. We have a great responsibility. We have a great opportunity to build faith in
the savior. We have a great opportunity to to help. People believe in themselves with the help of
the savior. They can do great things with this. I've seen in week. We can bless generations. And
so yeah this is i think as we follow the nord heat will help us. You don't do obviously do things
that we w will be able to are on an innovative. We serve all hot with us which miracles can
happen and ended up on him but he's also very very gracious. That concludes my interview with
joshua cohn. It's really appreciate his. Willingness to step forward and chat with me on the
facebook live that then turned into a podcast and i love these international episodes. We get
outside of the united states and hear about the church far off countries. Maybe how things are
different there in new approaches are required and we can learn from those those perspectives
and we would love to have more international women on this how i lead segment and so if you
know somebody who is a sister. Who's out there. Good work has a leader. We would love to
hear from her and get her on. The how i lead a segment and Talk about the primary presidency
relief society presidency. I mean there so many leadership callings that We could explore
through the eyes of our international sisters Throughout the world so good leading saints dot org
contact if you have any ideas and we'd love to reach out to them and make it happen and
remember text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven in access. The three most
popular sessions of the liberating saints library get came as a result of the position of leadership



which was imposed upon us by the god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of the gospel
of jesus christ and when the declaration was made concerning the own only true and living
church upon the face of the earth. We were immediately put in a position of loneliness
loneliness of leadership from which we cannot shrink nor runaway and which we must face up
with boldness and courage and ability.


